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Tätigkeitsbericht Referat Internationales 

   

Sehr geehrte Parlamentarierinnen und Kommilitoninnen,  

Im Folgenden möchte ich Ihnen meine Tätigkeiten des letzten Monats vorstellen. 

 

➢ Office Hours:  

Regular office hours weekly to solve the problems of international students and to facilitate 

them in various ways. Every student is welcome no matter German or international to avail 

support regarding any problems or information or coordination needed. Gather all problems 

in these hours, and work on solving them the whole week. 

 

➢ Speed dating with university societies: 

On 15.10.2018 arranged an event in collaboration with international office, ESG and KHG 

and introduced some groups of universities which could be of interest to the international 

students. The groups represented themselves and their offers. Groups consisted of Chinese 

group, Debating society, Indian group, Pakistani group, African group, ASV and etc.  
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➢ O-phase WS 2019-20: 

Completed the orientation phase successfully for all sorts of international students. O -phase 

for international students is much bigger than normal O-Phase, as we train them and help 

them through different events to integrate in German culture. It took place form 1st October 

till 22nd October 2019 including English masters programs and dsh and etc. 

 

➢ Accommodation problem: 

Like always accommodation was a very big problem for new incoming international students 

but however, we managed with support of studierendenwerk and its going much faster this 

time to get rooms. 

 

➢ Settling new students: 

The new international students were settled somehow. This semester we received a huge 

number of international students and hence they have different problems in settling. 

Majority of the students were helped to settle down. 

 

➢ Online Matriculation project:  

This time we introduced online matriculation system for international students, where they 

can send the needful documents and fee transfers to Uni online before reaching Germany 

and as soon, they are here they receive their matriculation documents without any hassles. 

The project was successful, as majority of the students used the facility but not all and hence 

for the rest ones, we gave on time support.  
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➢ Club-entering problem:  

During the orientation phase pub crawl, a big majority of international students were not 

allowed to enter the clubs without any valid reasons. It’s now happening every now and 

then. Discussed and arranged with one of the clubs, no one of the international student 

would be stopped form entering it.   

 

➢ Miscellaneous:  

Many other things including issuing certificates and other letters to scholarship holders and 

other types of students and coordinating among partner organizations. 

 

Freundliche Grüße , 
 
 
Azharuddin Kazi 
Referent für Internationales 
AStA Uni Paderborn 

 


